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*Life After People [Zukunft ohne Menschen]*


On the heels of the History channel special that explored what Earth might be like if the human race were suddenly to disappear comes a series that provides, in even-more detail, a picture of a post-human future, revealing the fate of structures like the Sears Tower and the Sistine Chapel and creatures that might inherit the places we once lived. Supporting the visuals and special effects are interviews with specialists from the fields of engineering, botany, biology, geology and archaeology. (Source: [History.com](http://www.environmentandsociety.org/node/7349))

The series *Life After People* was produced for the American television channel *History* and consists of two seasons of ten episodes each (see IMDb [Episode List](http://www.environmentandsociety.org/node/7349)).

© 2009 Flight 33 Productions. Trailer used with permission.
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